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Jim Grendell Elected 
To Highest JCU Honor 
BY BOB MANGAN 
CS Ass't News Editor 
James Grendell is the Robert 
Beaudry Man of the Year. 
Although a trophy IS presented, 
.5.50 Craduate .. 
4 7 EnuJr A r1n Y 
BY CAROL RAJNICEK 
CN Ass't Feature Editor 
Commencement exercises for 
the 550 members of the class 01 
1971 are scheduled for Sunday, 
May 23, at 4:00p.m. on the quad. 
William H. Taft III, former 
ambassador to Ireland, grandson 
of Pres. Taft, and a brother of 
Senator Taft, will be the featured 
speaker. The rathskellar will be 
open on Saturday, May 22 from 7 
p.m. till midnight to help the 
seniors and their guests 
celebrate commencement. 
Also scheduled for Sunday, 
May 23 is the ROTC com-
missioning ceremony. 
Lieutenant General Joseph M. 
Heiser, Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Logistics will be the featured 
speaker at the ceremony, at L 15 
p.m. in Kulas Auditorium. 
DR. ARTIIER S. 
the award is symbolic of the 
student, who in the estimation of 
his peers, has contributed the 
most in the way of loyalty and 
service to the University. 
In his acceptance speech, 
Grendell related to the Awards 
Banquet crowd that the Beaudry 
Award symbolized the SPirit of 
many others in the senior class 
besides himself. 
in trying to relate student 
government to the students as 
challenging the most of all past 
duties. 
In conclusion Grendel! men-
tioned that the opportunities and 
the people of the Carroll Com-
munity have caused him "to 
work and grow a lot." 
In an interview, Grendell cited 
the increased awareness 
established this year as an in-
dication of a lessening of 
polarization and a more con-
certed effort by administration, 
facultv and students in the 
future. Jim recalled his position 
The Beaudry Award is open to 
anyone. Of the 22 nominees, the 
field was narrowed to five by a 
committee of faculty and class 
presidents. Ty Jones, head of the 
Christian Life Committee, which 
sponsors the award, then sub-
mitted the names to the senior 
class for final vote. J I M GREl\'DELb, The Beaudrl Man 
Which Washington Story Reached You? 
BY BILL CAINE 
CN News Editor 
April 24th dawned in 
Washington with the sky over-
cast, the wind rather brisk, and 
the temperature high. District 
policemen and military police in 
kacki jeeps cruised the outskirts 
of the city. Buses of district 
policemen parked poised for any 
sort of incident. Policemen stood 
on each corner of the c1ty, pairs 
or poli~men stood on the '-usier 
corners. A high chain link fence 
nailed on wooden frames ellipsed 
the front steps of the Capitol 
Building. Policemen stood at the 
head of the steps and on the 
balcomes peering down upon the 
crowd. A feeling of tenseness 
overshadowed aU this. 
The march proceeded down 
the two center lanes of Penn-
sylvania Avenue ten or more 
abreast. Marshalls walked along 
side keeping the marchers 
toge'her and the out~r ldr.~:. 
clear. Some members of the 
working press (for reasons 
unknown to me at the time) were 
in a near frenzy running 
alongside the main body of the 
march snapping pictures. 
Posters, signs, and banners 
from var ied states and cities 
bobbed over the marchers crying 
their 'stop the war' message. 
Middle-aged men in blue over-
seas caps, not unlike those of the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars, 
roamed •!le si·'ewalks, the 
message on their hats being 
Distinguished F acuity A ward 
Goes To Dr. Arther S. Trace 
Dr. Arther S. Trace, Jr., 
Professor of English, will be 
presented with the Distinguished 
Faculty Award at Com-
mencement Exercises on May 23, 
1971. 
Dr. Trace is the author of 
·•Reading Without Dick and 
Jane," •· American Moral 
Crisis," and some forty articles 
in varied periodicals. He is also 
the editor of the "Open Court 
Basic Readers." 
In his contrast of American 
and Soviet education systems 
entitled "What Ivan Knows That 
Johnny Doesn't," Dr. Trace 
gained international renown as 
well as influence on the 
American system. The work was 
reviewed over one hundred and 
fifty times, including two pages 
in Time as well as an editorial in 
Life. 
His forthcoming "The 
Future of Literature" (Phaedra 
Press, 1971) is in his words, "a 
somewhat gloomy book." The 
work is the product of his belief 
that "I should do one book in my 
field before I die." 
''Veterans For Peace." Middle 
aged women in black sashes 
roamed with these men; the 
message on these sashes being 
"Not our sons-not their sons." 
And there were what are 
called "freaks"-long hair, jeans, 
boots-the stereotype. Their 
appearance had a message also, 
a message which was of more 
inter est to some of the 
aforementioned members of the 
noriting J.tre:>5 than tltal of the 
middle-aged men and women. 
This explains the frenzy that 
some members of the working 
press were in : they had to run 
along side sporadically filming 
for the main body of the march 
(as were the sidewalk observers) 
was made up of "freaks," middle 
aged men and middle aged 
women, and others. 
White Paper Treats Seven Areas, 
Grendell Expects Distribution Today 
Having served on the faculty 
since 1956, Dr. Trace has been a 
keen observer of change in the 
student body. "I find the students 
are a lot less carefree and happy, 
and with good reason." He ex-
pressed his concern for their loss 
of religious faith: "There is no 
substitute for it-it's a major 
loss." 
Who can say which story 
reached the American public: 
200,000 "freaks" descended on a 
tense Washington, less a few 
others; or 200,000 "freaks" , 
middle-aged men and middle-
aged women, and other s 
descended on a tense 
Washington? If the former 
reached the American public it 
was indeed unfortunate for the 
story of April 24 In Washington 
had as its players " freaks" as 
well as middle-aged men, 
middle-aged women, and others. 
BY J. WARDPALLOTIA 
CN Managing Editor 
The Joint Faculty-Student 
Committee on Academics has 
prepared the White Paper. 
Expected distribution date is 
today, April 30. 
The White Paper treats seven 
areas. First, the course-teacher 
evaluation. In the past it has been 
incomplete, hard to read, and 
untimely. 
Recommended changes are: 
( 1) the courses to be evaluated by 
all students, not only majors, (2) 
the teacher includes a resume of 
his personal background, (3) a 
set structure be established to 
provide the highest degree of 
objectivity, including students' 
descriptive comments and ex-
cluding essays, ( 4) the 
evaluation be compiled by 
majors in each department and 
the Student Union Academics 
chairman and staff, (5) the 
evaluation be oriented to 
determine whether a professor's 
strength is in survey or 
specialized courses (or both). 
The second point is that student 
objectives would be more easily 
attained if students actively take 
part on the Academic Senate's 
subcommittes, on which an 
unlimited number of students 
may serve. 
Third, students are needed on 
departmental committees. The 
department should hand-pick 
those students, and those picked 
should work with the Student 
Union Academics Committee 
and other department majors. 
Point four is that an award be 
instituted by the Union to 
recognize an outstanding young 
teacher. 
Fifth, regular meetings should 
be reorganized between the 
Student Union Academics 
Committee, the deans, and the 
Academic Vice-President. 
The sixth point is that the 
Student Union Academics 
Committee should promote the 
porposed three-week interterm 
session in early January. 
The final point is that the 
Student Union maintain an ob-
jective evaluation of its efforts in 
the area of academics. 
A GROUP OF THE twenty four protestors who sat outside the O'Dea 
Room during the a nnual ROTC Awards Banquet on Monday April 26. 
The group sat In silent protest with white masks and reddened hands. 
) 
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No Homecoming? 
A concert was held last everung 
starring Country Joe MacDonald and 
Alex Taylor. Country Joe, of Woodstock 
fame has sold out every concert he has 
appeared in following his European 
Tour. 
Alex Taylor, the oldest of the talented 
Taylor family, who taught his famous 
brother James to play the guitar, is a 
fine musician in his own right. With an 
act billed with two such talented per-
formers there would be little doubt that 
the concert would be a success. 
The actual attendance at the concert 
yesterday cannot be printed because of 
the Wednesday deadline. Realistically 
procrastinating, however, it seems 
unlikely that the concert sold out or 
came near to a substantial turnout. As 
of Tuesday only 150 tickets were sold. 
Poor turnouts at social functions are 
becoming too typical at this University. 
Constantly students complain of nothing 
to do while these same individuals do 
not attend the entertainment provided 
them. The quality of entertainment this 
year was far from mediocre yet the 
attendances were far below average. 
Concerts, along with many other 
social functions work in cycles. The 
more money made on one event the 
better for the next as the profits may be 
used in providing even better talent, and 
so on. 
Editors often cry apathy but in this 
case it is not used as a cliche but a solid 
definition of the case in point. The poor 
attendance this past year was exem-
plified by the free concert held on April 
22. 
At this FREE concert approximately 
150 people were in attendance, most of 
which were not even Carroll students. 
Times are very bad when a free concert 
with talented groups cannot pull a 
substantial crowd. 
A homecoming concert next year, 
along with other big concerts, may be 
nothing more than a dream because of 
the situation. Until an estimate of the 
net loss on the Thursday night concert is 
made no definite plans for next year can 
be made. 
The students may find out that they 
have awaken too late. Even if there is a 
homecoming concert next year it is 
unfortunate that a University com-
munity would be in doubt of its future 
social functions because of poor sup-
port. 
There is a remedy to the predicament. 
however, and it appropriately rests in 
the hands of the students. The students 
must give the Student Union fee card a 
chance to work. Sales during the 
summer determine the amount of 
money that may be used on the func-
tions for that year. 
As the sales of this fee card have gone 
down in previous years it is imperative 
that everyone ask him or herself if she is 
willing to help. The fact that the fee card 
provides discounts for the holder should 
enhance the purchase. It is time to save 
social functions on this campus. 
Complaining about poor talent does not 
help the matter- helping finance better 
events does. 
Editorial 
Drop Phys. Ed 
Requirement 
ROTC has been removed from 
the core, requiring all students to 
take gym. This move is 
paradoxically a step in both the 
correct and the wrong directions. 
The problem arises in that 
students no longer have a choice 
between gym and ROTC in order 
to fulfill the present physical 
education requirement. All in-
coming students must now take 
gym. 
But dropping ROTC from the 
core requirement is a move in the 
right direction, the goal being 
dropping both ROTC and 
Physical education. 
Eliminating the physical 
education requirement is a step 
the state government must take, 
physical education is currently 
required according to Ohio state 
law. The NEWS does not ad· 
vocate physical unfitness by any 
means. The question we raise is 
why does the state regulate 
physical health? 
'For the general health of the 
people of Ohio' is probably the 
state's position. To disclaim any 
such good intentions is un-
warranted, but none can deny 
that a person's physical condition 
is his own business. On that basis 
the amending of this law is in the 
interest of the individual. 
John Carroll University has 
sacrificed the choice for the goal 
and so shows Colwnbus the route 
of change.-J.W.P. 
The Carroll News would like to 
express its deepest sympathy to 
Or. Robert Yackshaw and his 
family upon the sudden death or 
his wife. 
NSA-Viet Treaty is Fraud n.r Jim GPnom 
All who are familiar with the National Student 
Association (NSA) are quite well aware that this 
organization is asking Americans, particularly young 
Americans, to sign and endorse a "People's Peace 
Treaty"' which supposedly ean end the war in Vietnam. 
The two other main groups behind this so-called 
"People"s Peace Treaty" are the National Coalition 
Against War. Racism and Repression (NCAWRR) and 
the National Peace Action Coalition (NPAC). This May 
the Treaty will be presented to the Nixon Ad-
ministration along with a demand that the President 
end the war in two days. 
The fact that the U.S. and the Republic of Viet-Nam 
have proposed peace programs that entail an im-
mediate ceasefire throughout Indochina, withdrawal 
of outside forces, and a political settlement which 
reflects the existing political relationship, all of which 
the communistt have adamantly refused to accept. is 
i~mored bv the NSA. Those who reallv want peace in 
Viet-Nam must know that the communists are un-
willing to make any such progress until their demands 
.._ are met in advance. This position should be changed. 
But the "People's Peace Treaty" has done nothing to 
further a change in communist tactics. In fact, the 
prevailing elements supporting the Treaty (NSA, etc. ), 
have in their own words proclaimed and ideological 
commitment to Viet Cong victory. Says David 
Dellinger, the big-<laddy overseer of the radical peace 
movement: "We are moving from a single-issue anti-
war movement to a multi-issue Liberation struggle 
(i.e., guerrilla revolution) and in the pcocess we have 
gone through a certain loss of visibilit v." 
What then are the real and essential facts concerning 
the Treaty? First, it is sponsored by the National 
Student Association after it sent a delegation to Hanoi 
and Moscow. NSA has given no information pertaining 
to who paid the traveling and Jiving expenses during 
that friendly, "for the greater fellowship of mankind" 
mission. Secondly, it asks the North Vietnamese 
merely to "enter discussion" as to the future of our 
POW's. Today discussion is still pending as to the 
release of American prisoners twenty years after 
Korea! 
Thirdly, this Treaty is an entirely new outlook for the 
··peace"' movement. No longer can those who classify 
themselves "liberals" merely demonstrate, present a 
position for peace, and then continue to go about the 
orderly business of government through lawfully 
constituted authority. Because today the "radicals" 
are at the forefront of anti-war opposition, liberals will 
be forced to totally endorse Hanoi and the Viet Cong 
without reservation. Unless he chooses to be labeled 
"naive and unfaithful," the liberal shall find himself 
pressw-ed i..rito condoning and upholding all activities 
rallied for in the Treaty, or lose an effective political 
voice. 
Lastly, there was no referendwn held at the 
Universities of South Vietnam. Students at the 
UmversitiesofSaigon, Oalat, Hue, Vanb Han. Can Tho 
were never consulted. Proponents of the Treaty do say 
that the National Student Union of South Viet-Nam 
ratified it. But this is a fabrication because NO SUCH 
ORGANIZATION EVEN EXISTS. 
Seniors Merit Awards 
Thf' S~holastiC" Achi~Hmenl A"ard In Eduullon goes 10 Miss 
,\shle) Walkn and ;\fr. Dennis \\l.snle"ski for oul$1andiog ~r· 
formanct In slud~nt teaching and g~neral academl~ euellence. 
\lr. Erne-!>1 F. Sobl~rajsld is the "Inner of lhe R~' · William Millor. 
S.J Prt-Lal\ Award. 
The History award goes IO II\O deserving stnlors-Mr. Martin H. 
Kala and Miss Crelcllen :\1. \'oelz.tl. 
The Philosoph) Honors Award In memor) or W. Paul Johnson, S.J . 
i\ awarded 10 Larry Podolski. 
Anthony J . K~nde received the PI Mu Epsilon Mathematics Award 
as lht outstanding senior majoring In mathematics. 
Mary J ane Strauss received the Du Pont Tuchlng Mathemal.i~s 
Award as the oulStanding senior majoring In Teaching MathemaUca. 
The hooor award from the Sociology Departmenlthla year goes to 
VIrginia E. Varga for scholasllc achievement. 
The annual Bosl~l Award for a promltlng pollti~alsdeDC:e major 
man and 1\0inln this year gOH 10 Mr. Dtnnls J oyce aad Miu Jc.a 
Baltarlnl. 
April 30, 1971 
Letters to the editor 
To th~ Editor: 
Your edt tonal on Saga Unconcern of April 23d totally disheartened 
me. What are you young men and women doing? Worrying about one 
meal'~ 1 know that you are concerned with the war in IndoChina. So 
am I. 
Ho\\C\'er. are you aware that 
.tn Abortion Law Repeal IS 
happening in the State of Ohio" 
Won't the Catholic Umvers1t~ 
students speak out on this? I am 
happ~ that I was born- hO\\ 
about \ou? 
John Carroll students do know 
To thc Editnr. 
the value of the hwnan being, the 
dtgn1ty of man, and should 
cons1der the chaos which will 
ensue if this Bill is passed. Please 
help~ 
Sinccrel}. 
Alyce 0. Dempsey 
I would like to extend my personal gratitude to the members of the 
Psi Ch1 Praternity for the1r interesting and impressive display for 
Parents' Weekend 1971. 
M~ ft\·e year old daughter and 
mysdf after being warmly 
~reeted. were gi\'en a personal 
and thorough tour of the ex-
periments and tests set up by 
the:se students. The thought-
fulness and courtesy of this group 
of students could only serve to 
pro\'e lhat John Carroll students 
are "Our most important 
product." 
Thank you all and I hope that 
\'OU wtll continue to be our ef-
fectt \'e representati\'CS of a 
un1\'ers1ty at work. 
Sincerely, 
Vicki Cicek 
Department of Mod. Lang. 
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Fr. Birkenhauer has asked Dr. 
James Lavin, Vice President for 
Student Affairs, to appoint a joint 
student faculty study group to be 
known as the "Committee on 
Responsibility to Society." 
The committee will discuss and 
make recommendations to Fr. 
Birkenhauer concerning the 
social implications of proposals 
offered for voting at the annual 
meeting of corporations in which 
John Carroll holds stock. This 
action comes as the result of a 
bill presented in the Student 
Union senate by Ed Egnatios. 
MacKenzie Resigns 
Alex C. MacKenzie, associate 
Director of Admissions at John 
Carroll has resigned from his 
position effective June 15, 1971 to 
embark upon a European tour. 
Mr. MacKenzie came to Carroll 
after graduate work at Florida 
State University in 1968 as an 
admissions counselor. He 
became the assistant director of 
admissions in 1969, and the 
associate director in 1970. 
"The opportunity of going to 
Europe for an indefinite period of 
time is both exciting and a little 
fearful. I will have a motorcycle, 
very little money, and what I own 
will be on my back," MacKenzie 
stated. 
Exant Pernlits 
Exam permits are currently 
a\'ailable at the cashier's desk in 
the Student Service Center. They 
must be picked up before final 
exams begin. All bills must be 
paid or arrangements made 
before exam permits will be 
issued. 
Carillon 1Vet4'S 
Tom Gurgol has been ap-
pointed editor-in-chief of the 1972 
Carillon by Daniel Boyle, 1971 
editor. Boyle has also announced 
that the 1971 yearbook will be 
dedicated to Mr. Joseph Miller of 
the Speech Dept. 1970 yearbooks 
may be picked up in front of the 
airport lounge up until 4 p.m. this 
afternoon. 
Sununer Rand 
The second annual John 
Carroll University Community 
Band will meet this surruner 
from June 22-July 29. It is co-
sponsored by the Cleveland 
Heights Board of Education. 
Rehearsals will be every Tues. 
and Thurs. evening from 8 to 9:30 
p.m. in Kulas. An outdoor con-
cert will highlight the season, 
and local residents as well as 
students ·with musical ability are 
invited to join. 
Understanding, Comf!lunity Final Mo t·ie Car Wash Today The brotherhood of Alpha 
Kappa Psi will sponsor a car 
wash this afternoon from noon to 
4 p.m. in the parking lot behind 
Pacelli Hall. The businessmen, 
wearing thetr new tennis shoes, 
will accept one dollar con-
tributions for their efforts. 
''Human understanding is 
almost never achieved, except in 
part," so said Carl Rogers. Since 
understanding seems to be such 
an important component in the 
attainment of Conununity, it 
may help to consider some of its 
dimensions. We never com-
pletely understand another 
person. We can approach a state 
or increased understanding and 
awareness of another person, but 
our perceptions are always 
relative to the other person's 
time-life space position. We can 
improve our capacity to un-
derstand, and increase the 
probability that it will occur 
through our own personal at-
titude and practice. Under-
standing begins with, "I care 
enough to understand." "I care 
enough about me to care about 
you." In the professional work of 
the counselor, understanding is 
the counselor's attempt to per-
ceive the other person's world 
and life style as he sees it. A 
demanding task. Demanding 
because he has to constantly 
overcome input from his own 
values, experiences, and biases 
as he listens to another person. 
As one person trying to un-
derstand another, we can only 
approximate the hypothetical 
state of understanding. 
Understanding is reciprocal 
and based on mutual acceptance. 
The process of one human being 
understanding another is a 
duality of responsibility if un-
derstanding is to be achieved. If 
Community is to be facilitated 
through understanding, no 
segement of this University can 
demand to be understood with 
reciprocating in kind. To demand 
to be understood without at-
tempting to understand the one 
from whom you want and expect 
understanding clearly indicates 
imaturity and seriously impedes 
the attainment of Community. 
" As I try to understand you, it is 
helpful if you also try to un-
derstand me." Even though the 
greater responsibility for un-
derstanding rests with the ad-
ministration and faculty, it does 
By Wm. Lee Hoover 
Assoc. Prof. of Education 
not absolve the students of their 
responsibility to understand. 
Understanding exists only where 
it is a shared activity. 
Understanding requ1res ob-
jectivity. Even though in most 
hwnan encounters we respond 
from an emotional-subjective 
basis, to achieve a degree of 
understanding, we must learn to 
be objective in the reception of 
ideas and values expressed by 
others. If we quickly label their 
expressions as being negative 
and noncontributive because 
they express a different point of 
view, then understanding has 
been thwarted. The child who 
throws a temper tantrum is 
trying to tell us something if we 
care enough to listen. Objectivity 
in understanding does not 
require that we condone, ap-
prove,or sanction every idea or 
action of the person we are trying 
to understand. It does no~ mean 
that we have to implement every 
idea or fulfill every wish to 
achieve understanding. The most 
harmful thing to do for the child 
is to give into his temper tan-
trum. Perhaps the greatest fear 
facing a person who is trying to 
increase his understanding of 
another person is the fear that, 
"If I listen to what the other 
person says, I'll become like 
him.'' Understanding does not 
require that we become sub-
missive to or imitative of the 
other person. It does require that 
we have regard and respect for 
the person we are trying to un-
derstand. 
Understanding has its 
limitations. If we assume that 
understanding each other will 
facilitate Community, then we 
must also recognize that un-
derstanding, as a verbal-mental 
activity between persons, has its 
limitations. The value of talking 
together, of dialogue, of sharing 
ideas and feelings, of " rapping" 
is clearly recognized. Not only 
does this activity help us hear 
ourselves and others; 
psychologically the verbalization 
has a cathartic effect which 
reduces anxiety to some degree 
with accompanying, though often 
not lasting, feelings of 
satisfaction. But as a facilitator 
of Community and as an agent of 
change, understanding in the 
verbal-mental context is not 
enough. Without some ac-
companying and related hwnan 
behavior the verbal-mental in-
teraction portion of the un-
derstanding process becomes a 
neat intellectual rationalization 
for doing nothing. There is a 
great deal of difference between 
the verbal promise of respon-
sibility and being responsible. 
We sometimes lull ourselves into 
a false sense of accomplislunent 
by the sounds of our own words. 
Then when our words do not 
produce lasting feelings of 
satifaction or evidence of 
change, we reverbalize them 
with new labels and peddle them 
as a need for ·•genuine dialogue" 
or "real truth." We heap ab-
straction upon abstraction. What 
will it be in '72, new super blue 
understanding with added 
whiteners and brighteners? If 
Community is to be facilitated 
with understanding then we 
must go beyond dialogue and 
rapping to action. 
Both terms, Community and 
understanding, are abstract 
concepts which have no inertia of 
their own. They can not be 
bought at the book store by the 
pound or foot. They are not the 
exclusive domain of a com-
mittee. Their attainment should 
not be equated with open dorms, 
rap sessions in the rathskeller, or 
with student autonomy. The 
achievement of Community 
through understanding is 
respecting one another, 
listening, bearing, sharing, not 
littering, respecting property, 
responsibility in teaching and 
learning, saying "please-thank 
you-I'm sorry.'' Community 
must permeate every classroom, 
every office, every committee, 
every activity of this University, 
and be the personal commibnent 
and goal of every person 
associated with this University. 
It begins with each one of us 
saying, "1 care!" So, "I care!" 
"The Bobo" is the final movie 
of the Student Union movie series 
this semester, and will be 
presented Sun. night in Kulas at 
7:30p.m. Admission is 50c for fee 
card holders and one dollar for 
the general public. r, , , , ·J~;;,·,p;;;i:~,..,,.,. ,,.,,.-~,, 
.. 1:.1 Comes to Karamu !.
1 BY JANICE MUNSO:\ ;~;~ Kararnu House, the 57-year-old metropolitan c:enter de\'oted to the~:i 
arts and multi-ractal communication, will present a series of jan 
concerts each Sunday afternoon in May. ··Jazz in the Afternoon'' will 
spotlight prominent jazz artists and expC'rtS in the Proscenium 
Theater, and seminars will follow each performance. 
Jazz has many entertaining possibilities and moods but is often 
neglected in spite of its qualities. The program at Karamu will be a 
good opportumty for those who are interested, and for others who 
know little about the art. 
The Bill Gidne) Trio will perform on Sunday. Mar 9. Mr. Gidney. a 
well-established jazz p1an1st, IS also an instructor of jazz at 
Cleveland State University. Host for the first con~rt. Chris Colombt 
is program director at WCUY-FM as well as an evening jazz host on 
that station. Dr. Colombi ts also a colwnnist in The Plain Dealer 
··Action Tab." Colombi should be a familiar name to some members 
of the Carroll community since he completed some of hts graduate 
studies here. 
" Henry Tree,'' a jazz-rock group headed by guitarist Bill de 
Arango, will be on hand May 16. Hosting this concert will be John 
Richman, editor of the Cleveland Scene Magazine and a program 
host at WCUY. 
A double feature with the Lee Bush-Bob Fraser Quartet and the 
Mark Gridley Trio will be hosted by John Purdy, former produt-er-
director of WKYC-TV's ''Three on the Town," on May 23 Variety 
will be the highlight of this concert when the groups present a work 
based on one of Bach's fugues. 
"Omnibus," a Kent State jazz group that creates a musical ex-
perience from the influence of Indian, African. Spanish, Latin and 
many types of classical music, will be the final group of the series 
which ends May 30. 
Each concert begins at 3 p. m .. and student admission is $1. 
" In Tbe Last Days" opens in Karamu's Arena Theater on May 6. 
Written by the national poet Norman Jordan, "Last Days" is a Black 
ritual play that concerns the "spiritual elements of black people and 
their cultural heritage.·· Jordan speaks of his play as a prophecy, 
heralding the commg of "a new age Man who exists on a higher and 
deeper level of awareness than any previous humans. ·• The large, 
integrated cast includes men and women from area schools and 
universities. 
Aleksei Arbuzov's "The Promise," a modern Russian love story, 
opens in the Cleveland Playhouse Drury Theater on April 30. The 
play, which is both powerfully dramatic and comical, situates two 
young men and a girl who are thrown together m a struggle for 
survival during the Siege of Leningrad in World War II. The limited 
engagement plays through May 9. 
} 
"1-
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;i['ONJONS'.&HARR.YS!i Bio. Dept Presents Reports 
.. IJ<JilutllfiR fr~r th , Un'"'' ·' and 1/orr,l' o"ards ho~ h<·en rompleu·d··· 
anclthe t<·~ult> taltulott••l by thr edl/nrrol fi<Jjf to) tht• Carroll ,v,.,.. < 
fhe•akarJ< Khtrh h•ll't h.rnglltlfi Slfl<'c' / 1/h?, WerC O~a rJrJ Ill th 
"'"'' ./e•Jrn wg rnd11tJuol.• 111 c•o<"11 ,·atr~oron· . fht• Horn• ""ord 11 
R•ll•.l I he• Un'"" 1.1 hnd All fl/th(' mher a "·ardJ .<pl!o~ for ,J,,,m <t'ln•< 
, l ,.ttn/ n•re•rttt>llte'< "''" tal<.c plact! toclo ,\ {rom } p .m ancl to lp m 111 
the• \natA liar /he• ( arrtlil ,...,.,, .... , h('rf!h_l prt'SI'IItr thc• Onirrn< and 
1/.trn ""' ard• Jur /'1'11·71 
Harry of the Yur .. • ... • ... .. ...... ..... ...... ...... . CommittH on Communoty 
ncond placf' ,. .. ..... , .. .. ... WrHtlong tum 
OnoonolthtYear • • • ....... ..... • ......... •. . 1970Yearbook 
~econdptace . .......... ... . .... •••• ..... ..... . .. 1911 Yurbook 
Rochllrd Mllhous Nixon award ..... .. • • • .. . •• .. .. . .... • Chrislophtr Slreifender 
Raq~~GI Welch award ... ., • .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. •• .. • Fnn Smyth 
Don Rackles •w•rd , ••• •• ....... • • ..... . .... . ... - · •• . . . Mr. Sttzman 
" Everlallhlul" award .................................. <:huckAbbey 
Col Rut 0 . Fish award • .,....... ...... .............. .... ..Ma j. Landry 
Mal L3ndry award • ... .... •• .. • .. .. .. ..... .. · Ray Juris 
Ktll a Commie tor Christ award ••• • ....... •••••• • .. .. .. ... ... . ... . .:r. Kerner 
Frony 1114 Snowman award .. .. . .. .. .. • .. .. . .. • . . .. • .. .. .. .. • .. Or. Noell 
God the Father aware! , .. , .. • • • ... • .. .. • . .. . .. .. • . .. .. .. • .. .. Dean Br. 
Blessed Vorgln Mary Awards ............. , • .. .. . • ... . .. • .. .. .. • .. . Carroll Coeds. 
Tony Tom award . ...... ....... •••• .. .. ... .. . Mlkt Fuoco 
Cleopa!ra award •• ..... ... .... • • .. .. .. Miss Thommla 
Danltl E Boyle award .... • ............ , ... .. . Diane Garvey and Rose SUman 
p1g Pen award , , • , .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. Pete Minarik 
Sttp.n Fetch ·ilaward ... ..... •• .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . Bob Patterson 
John Lennon •ward ... , ............................ , . Tom Costello 
Yoko ono IWird ..... , .. .. .. • ... .. ..... .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. . .. Rose Lakatos 
Butch C•ssody award • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. • .... • .. . .. .. Dean Gauntner 
Sundance Kod award .. , .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. .. • • .. .. Gary ICt>lly 
Ctrc .. Jtrk award .. • .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. . . .. Jom Woltlamson 
Alhlehc Supporter of the year aw1rd .. .. • .. • • .. . .. .. . .. John Zarek 
Howdy Doody award , • .. .. ... . • .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . Pete ' 'Tweet" Fowltt 
Prodlg•l Son award • ... .. .. • • ........................ MokeMeeh•n 
Sporo Agnew Public Rtlahons aware! • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. . Ed Egnahos 
Te•pot Domt award • .. .. • .. • ...... .. Rtetc DeBlasio 
Oalt <:arne91t award .. .. • .. • .. .. • ... .. John Lopps 
Bawdy Stnoor award • . • ..... • .. ... .... .. .. .. .. ..... ....... ... Kevin Hardy 
Chaorman Mao award ............. , .. .... •• .. • .. .. • .. • . • • Dr Evans 
l.ou•s XIV award • .. .. .... • • • • • .... Mr. Carpenltr 
Lou •n S~~ award • .. • ... .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Development Office 
W11ard ol Ot award .. , .. .. ..... • .. .. .... .. • .. . ... .. .. .. • Fr. Birkenhauer 
"What 'Ho deadllriCI?" award , .. .. ... • .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. Yearbook 
Yearbook award • .. • .. .. • • .. • .. , .. •• .. .... • .. • Della Alpha The Ia 
The " Senoor" aw1rd .. • .. .. .. • .. • • .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... . George Burke 
I am Curoous Yellow award • .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. ... .. .. • .. • .. . .. Jack Touhy 
M1t11rd Folmore award ....................... .... Frank Chenene 
Clt>veland Cavaliers award .. . • ....... .... .... , . . . . Ken Esper 
" ll's Who You Know Thai Counts" award • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • . . U·Ciub 
Bro. Fretsan awud ..... _.............. •. .. . • Jim Glrardy 
Bvnson Burner award .. .. .. • .. . .. ... .. .. . .. • .. .. .. or. Edwin Skoch 
Spark of! he Year award .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . Tim Russert 
l<etper of lht Ftamt award ...... , ........... , . . .. .. .. • .. .. .. . John Pugh 
Shirley Temple aw1rd • .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . .. .. .. . . . .. Linda Pauloul 
Golda Mooer awJrd . • ....................... .. ... ....... ... Andrea Wasdovlch 
Golden Ton;uc award ............................. , . . .. .. . . .. Greg Crandall 
GyrO$Coplc Juggler award ...... . ................ . ... .......... ... ... Jim Grendell 
" The Fattened Pog" award .. .. .. • ..... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ..... .. .. • . • Skip SlJSul 
Frukoflhe Year award ... .. • .... • .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .... ... .. .. Ron <:orthell 
u .. d Car Saltsman award • .. .. ...... .. • •• .. ... .. . . . .. , Daniel E. Boyle 
BY CHRIS SCHUBA 
Three members of the Carroll 
biology department presented 
reports to the 80th Annual 
Convention of Ohio Academy of 
Science meeting in Akron last 
Fri., April 23. 
Dr. Michael Phillip, professor 
of biology, Michelene Coleman, a 
graduate student, and Greg 
Crandall, an undergraduate, 
each delivered to the Academy 
board verbal reports based on 
individual research related to the 
field of biology. 
Abstracts of those reports were 
submitted to the Academy prior 
to the convention, and from 
these are selected the ones which 
will be verbally presented at the 
meeting. 
In previous years John Carroll 
has participated in this con-
vention, but this is the first year 
that three members of a science 
department have been invited to 
CN Pholo by Mike Crabill 
GREG CRANDALL 
report. This is also the first year 
that an undergraduate from 
Carroll, Crandall, has par-
ticipated in the meeting. 
Crandall's report is based upon 
two semesters of independent 
research, and was submitted to 
the Academy by his advisor for 
independent research, Dr. White. 
Crandall's achievement, along 
with the participation the other 
two, mirrors the growth and 
progress of the science depart-
ments (in particular biology) at 
Carroll. The biology deparb:nent 
now holds the Chair of Aquatic 
Biology for Lake Erie, which 
appropriates federal funds for 
lake improvement. 
Dr. Phillip, one of those 
reporting to the Academy, has 
been nationally acclaimed for his 
work in the field of cancer 
research (see story, page 8). 
U -Heights Mother 
Crandall, a senior from Pitt-
sburg, has contributed to Carroll 
life in more than the field of 
biology. For the past two years 
he has served as graphics editor 
of the Carroll News, and in this 
function has seen a dream 
realized in the construction of a 
publications darkroom. He has 
also completely revamped the 
Carroll News graphics depart-
ment. Tops Evening Grads. Among his other contributions 
this year, Greg has held a seat in 
the Student Union Senate, and 
has been a delegate to the 
Cleveland Area Intercollegiate 
Council. 
A University Heights mother 
who rr.ajored in Spanish so she 
could be more effective in her 
volunteer work with West Side 
Spanish-speaking residents has 
been named the outstanding 
evening student at John Carroll 
University. 
Mrs. Lawrence A. Malloy will 
receive the Thomas Jefferson 
Award at the Alpha Sigma 
Lambda spring banquet Sunday, 
April 25. The organization is an 
association of evening college 
students at JCU. 
She does comrnumty work at 
St. Stephen's Parish on West 54th 
Street and is active in the Gesu 
This fall Greg hopes to enter 
the John Carroll graduate school 
in biology. 
Church Women's Guild sewing ~~-----~~· 
program for Holy Family Cancer • 11. 
H:.~·. Malloy will receive a A n M L 
'Let the Girls Stay' CLC Say s 
bachelor of arts degree at JCU 
commencement May 23. She will 
graduate magna cum laude, 
having maintained a 3.5 
scholastic average. 
SEVERANCE 
CENTER 
BY MITCH LYNCH 
Three semesters ago, in the fall of 1969, the Cardinal Newman 
Sodality was an organization in which " the interested male student" 
of John Carroll could exercise his commitment to Christ. Today, the 
Christian Life Community. limit to the proportion of girls to 
formerly the sodality has an boys perhaps 50-50 enrollmen~ nearing 75, including M~st members of.CLC seem to 
some 35 gu-ls. be convinced that the 
Yet, when the CLC decided to 
admit girls into its ranks last 
spring, they did so on the con-
dition that a vote would be taken 
in one year to determine whether 
the group would remain bisexual. 
The vote was taken recently, and 
although the boys made it close 
for a joke, the girls have been 
allowed to stay. 
Fr. Simon Is somewhat con-
cerned that the organization 
maintain Its essential nature-
that is, a predominantly male 
body of students, properly 
reJecting the predominantly 
male enrollment of Carroll. 
Father thinks that if there were a 
majority of girls in CLC, the guys 
might refrain from joining "a 
women's organization." 
Fr. Simon has tried to remind 
the members that the proportion 
of girls to boys will probably 
increase during next fall's 
initiation period. He recognizes, 
however, that the decision for 
any kind of regulation must come 
from the group itself. One 
possibility is that there could be a 
U vov $t'i' ltOhts on Wroptev ~ l<•ld. \'0<1 are 
i\S blond'" thP Stunt Nigh t judg~s•" 
WAN TE 0 Thr.~ <IUY~ 10 ftvp on hOU~" 1ron1 
end Of KhOOI lhroUQh AUQUlol S40 a month 
wolh utoli lol.-1 C<)lf Gt'O<"Q~. 491 5134 or Skip, 
491 S17S 
organization is a better one for 
the inclusion of the girls. "At first 
there was the problem of being 
open with them, but I think we've 
all realized a greater awareness 
of ourselves by their presence," 
offered Dave Henry, former 
president 
Send her o BigHug 
bouquet, and send it 
early. Make Mother's 
Day losl o little longer. 
Coli or visit on fTD 
florist todoy. He'll toke 
it from there. Delivered 
almost anywhere in the 
country. A special 
gift. At o special 
price. for o special 
mother. Yours. 
Utuolly ovailoble olleu tboft $1250* 
• 
WATEI(BEDS AI(£ SWEEPING 
THE COUNTI(Yll 
EVERYONE SAYS " TWO THINGS ARE 
1~ BETTER ON A WATERBED. AND ONE 
,.,. .. ::.  .OF THEM IS SLEEP'"......,.~---.... 
/I I\' 
Deluxe Model $4995 
R£GULARlY SELLS fOR $69.95 
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1/thlllt~h thll lt'lll I llo/lttrl 
(",.,,,.,,, tJIIutl ""\ 4'Cltlt't'II4'J h\ lh t 
l '" 1 t•' ·' 11 .'' ,/ru• to {111a '""''" 
'''UHtttJ th,• Rruth~,_~rhot~el of 
llf'hu .\t!?l'la \'u l>t•/tt•••'·' th.ll 
, , ,.,(. \flldt'lrl \ ""ht• h.r. t"' u rhtt'\ c•J 
\c 'tt•/•·'" ,,. cltJIIIIt llffll JC',t'r' t 
r,••' ~ ,, IIHII /It arcntcl "llh thn 
Alf•ha Sic; m cJ Nut .\ .lf'ttll<ttrlllll tht 
p11hflc'U /lUll t>f fh(o Dt'll 11'.< f i.11 (nr 
f'a/1 , [<1'(1 Ulltf <'<>II~IUI/1/Utt'.\ 
tht'\(' \lll<fl-111.< <Ill lh,•tr llf 
t'ttl/l[lll.lhllll'/11 
Abate. Salvatore i\1. 
Abele. Mary Beth A. 
. \drian, ~Jichael J . 
Alt. A. Joseph 
Ambrose. Patrick E. 
Amigoni, Albert R . 
Anderson, John R .. Jr. A 
Andreone, Teresa L. 
Ankuda, Ralph 
Antonelli, Anthony J . 
Antonow, Steven \v. 
Argy. Robert :\1. 
Bahr. Bc.>verly A. 
Bailys, Nancy L. 
Baldaur, Stephen A. 
Balyeat, Thomas !\1. 
Balzarini, Joan M. 
Baranowski. Roberta A. 
Barber. Kevin 
Barile, ~ancy A. 
Bartel, Robert \\'. 
Basista, Robert L. 
Bayus, Rita J. 
Becker. Gerald W. 
Behm, David H. 
Benander, Alan C. 
Benander, Barbara A. 
Berg, John H. 
Berry, Richard P. 
Beste, David A. 
Betlejewski, Kathleen M. 
Betters, Ralph M. 
Billick. Timothy R. 
Black, Cynthia J . 
Blackman, Charles E., Jr. 
Blaney. John C. 
Bode. Rebecca 
Bodle, Thomas M. 
Boerschlein, Martha A. B 
Bohinc, John M. 
Bohrer, Mary E. 
Bondi, Irene !\1. 
Bondi, Nikki C. 
Bosak, Marilyn 
Boselovic, Leonard W. 
Brady, Michael T. 
Brearey. Chester H. 
Brinck, Nancy L. 
Brockington, Ronald B. 
Broda, Lawrence S. 
Brooks. Candace E. 
Buckenmeyer , Donald A. 
Buckley, Elizabeth A. 
Budrys, Algirdas V. 
Burba, Edward A. 
Burrell, Elizabeth A. 
Burrington. James 0. 
Busher. James E. 
Butler, Harold E. 
Butterly, Richard J. 
Byrne. Kevin G. 
Caine, William R . 
Cala, Joseph 
Calabrese. Leonard H. 
Campbell, Edward J . 
Campbell, Michael J . 
Carrino, David A. 
Catalano, Paul A. 
Caulrield, John T. 
Cawley. William K. 
Cermak, John P. 
Chambers, Mary E. 
Cheap. Richard A. 
Chrzanowski, M. Joseph 
Cianflocco, Alfred 
CiUa, Mary E. C 
Cirino, Robert J . 
Cisek. Richard J. 
Clark, John S. 
Cogan, James T. 
Col linger, Albert 
Collins. Charles P . 
Comai. Andrea L. 
Conheady, Brian J. 
Connare, Cecilia J. 
Conmare, Maureen T. 
Coolick, Cynthia L. 
Coolick. Cynthia L. 
Coolick, Keith E. 
Cooper, Walter C. 
Costello, Thomas J. 
Cournoyer . Guy J . 
Co,·e), Eugene J .. Jr. 
Cresbo, .\lan· A. 
Criscione, :\ladeline J. 
C'ronmiller . James R. 
Crowle). :\lary Lynn 
Csank. Thomas E. 
Cultrona. Mary Ann 
Cultrona. Susan l\1. 
Curatolo, Joseph G. 
Daley. Da\id P. 
Daly. Anne M. 
D'Amico, Marie A. 
DeBlaey. Christine A. 
DeiCorso, Robert E . 
Denby, Vicki J . 
Demma. Mich.ael B. 
Derdul, Jerrv D. 
DeRocco. Debra A. 
De,•ine. Tim D. 
Dickinson. Jane E. 
Dielman, ~ancy M. 
Dilgren. Robert V. 
Dillon, James C. 
DiPa lermo. John F. 
DiVencenzo. Paul J. 
Dossa. Donald D. 
Doyle. Robert A. 
Dreussi, Lisa E. 
Dudash, David M. 
Echt, James J. 
Eckert, Gretchen A. 
Egnatios, Edward S. 
Egyed, Andrea Z. 
Eisle, Thomas L. 
Elwell, James !"\. 
Essman, Thomas l\1. 
Fa ems, Mkhael J . 
Fallon, Alanna M. 
Farr, Rick M. 
Farrell, Joan M. 
Farron. Lola M. 
Felice, Anthony M. 
Feliciano, Jose C. 
Ferlin, Joseph E. 
Ferrone. Patricia M. 
Fickel, Mm. R. 
Fields. Thomas M. 
Findlay. Helen M. 
Fink, Mark N. 
Firtha. Bruce T. 
Foggio, Joyce A. 
Frabotta, Rosalynne M. 
France!, George B. 
Friedson, Carla J . 
Fulton, Kathleen 
Furpahs, Carol. !\1. 
Gaia, Lawrence J. 
Gecik. John F. 
Gehl. Paul F. 
Genova, James J . 
Gibbons. Marie C. 
Girardy, James W. 
Given. Rebecca J. 
Grizzi, Alfred J . 
Glazer. Howard B. 
Glowe, Ann B. 
Gobe, Vincent J. 
Goddard, Arthur S. 
Gomes. Gerald F. 
Gonsiorowski, Michael 
Gorski, Donald L. 
Gottfried. Helen 
Grant, Andrew P. 
Greenberg, Michael D. 
Gregor, David R. 
Gregorio, Kenneth C. 
Grendel!, James H. 
Guarnera, Sharon A. 
Gugino, Robert L. 
Gulich, Sally E. 
Habig, Dale W. 
Hahn, Richard l\1. 
Haile, Annette L. 
Hampel, Martha R. 
Hanix, Bett.y J . 
Hampton, Jerry T. 
Harrington. Robert E., Jr. 
Harris, Richard E. 
Harty. Kevin T. 
Hastings, Margaret M. 
Hatton, Gayle E. 
Havrila, David M. 
Hayes, James P . 
Herbert, Michael J. 
Holan, Patricia A. 
Hornack, Therese M. 
Hornung, Dale M. 
llyclak , Richard J . 
lvons, Alan 
Jackson, Sandra S. 
Jamieson, Daniel J . 
Janik, John E. 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
Jannazo, Louis A. 
Jasinevicius. Theresa R. 
JO)Ce, Dennis R . 
Joyce. Kathleen A. 
Jozsa. :\1argaret Ann i\1. 
Juris. Ra\mOnd J . 
Jurki"', iE>non 
Kaczmarski. Anna M. 
Kata, :\1artin II. 
Katz, RO} A. 
Kelbe}. Michael P. 
Kelly. Mark E. 
Kelty, Michael P . 
Kemper. Robert S. 
Kenzie, Anthon.) J . 
Kermode. Thomas J . 
Kilijanczyk, Stephen J . 
Kinzie, Kirk C. 
Klein, Peter l\1. 
Kleinhenz, Philip J . 
Kloss. J oan W. 
Knittel. Patricia A. 
Kochems, Robert G. 
Kolman. Richard P. 
Kondzer. Thomas A. 
Korey. Phil J . 
Kovacs, Eleanora '\1. 
Kovac!>, Paul J. 
Kovalsky, Barbara J . 
Kramer: :\lark T. 
Kramer. Steven K. 
Kramer. Tamera J . 
Krause, Jeffrey W. 
Krestel , Jean S. 
Krisch, Carol D. 
Kuhner, Carol A. 
Kuratko. Donald F. 
Kusiaka, Lvdia U. 
Kuznik, Frank J. 
Kwarciany, Dale L. 
Lafond. Rolande 1\1. 
Laine. Robin L. 
Lakat~s. Rosemary T. 
Lakomy, Anthony W. 
Lang Christine A. 
Langer, Dennis J . 
Lasko, John J . 
La tell. Richard P. 
Lavelle. Kathleen A. 
Lent, J ames W. 
Lewandowski, Josph A. 
Licastro, John M. 
Lieder. Terry H. 
Lilley. Kathleen J . 
Lipit'C, Lawrence 1\t. 
Lockitski, Sue Ann 
Lockwood, Barbara L. 
Lodge. Thomas J. 
Loerch. Donald C. 
Long, Thomas T. 
Lupica, Rose M. 
Luvison, David 1\1. 
L)·nch, James R. 
Lysiak, Theodore. A. 
:\1acEachen. Mary E. 
Maclvor, Kathleen J. 
Mack, Michael W. 
Maksem. John A. 
Malone, John M. 
Manuel, Loretta M. 
Marks. Mary E. 
Masterson, Sr. Patrricia J . 
Matyas, John A. 
McBride. Lawrence R. 
McCann, Michael J. 
McCarthy, Janet A. 
McChesney, David J. 
McCord, Mary C. 
McCord. Timothy J . 
:\1cCullough, Henrietta 
McGee, :\1ary F. 
McKenzie, Janet L. 
Mc~amara. J ames K. 
Meilinger, John I. 
Mendat, William 
Merritt, Mark A. 
Meisenzahl, Mar.> Louise 
Metz, Dennis G. 
~1ichalowicz, Rose 
Michniak, Andrew 
Miernicki, Leon J . 
Milazzo, Paul J . 
Milicia, Russell P . 
Miller, Robert J. 
Miller, Theodore J . 
Minietto, John N. 
Misenko, John W. 
Mondak, Christine M. 
Monteleone, Michael J . 
Moore, Rita M. 
Moran, Michele L. 
More. Nancy J . 
Morycz. Richard K. 
J 
K 
L 
M 
:\lotiska. Laura J. 
:\hers. Jams H. 
~appo. Anthon~ J. 
"arducci, Thomas E. 
;>.;eat. ;\lary A. 
!'\emecek, Tom E. 
"'emeth. Cynthia 
Netzer . Tob~ L. 
Nobbe. Richard J . 
Nobbe, Thomas A. 
Noble, Joan C. 
Noetzel, Gretchen M. 
Nolan. Kathleen 11. 
Novak, Gerald P. 
O'Bovle, David l\1. 
O'Brecht, James c. 
Ogrinc, Meribeth A. 
Okonek. Douglas \'. 
Okurowski, Mary E. 
Lpaskar. Carol l\1. 
Opincar. Charles M. 
Orehek. Frederick A. 
Patella , Thomas D. 
Palmeri, Charles J . 
Pap. Steven ;\1. 
Pavella, Michael D. 
Perchan, Thomas 0. 
Peterson. Dale 11. 
Preuer. Patricia A. 
Philliaus, Pamala A. 
Pierce, Daniel R. 
Pirnat, James R. 
Platten. Mary Therese 
Pokorny, :\larilyn 
Polomsky, Michael A. 
Popp, Robert C. 
Por tner. Sharon J . 
Powell. Kenneth J. 
Powers, John K. 
Protiva, Jack E. 
Pugh. Mariana P. 
Puleo. Susanne F. 
Quart, Robert P. 
Rados, J ames L. 
Rakowsky. J ean M. 
Ralhgeb, Thomas D. 
Rauschenbach. Richard R. 
Ray. Thomas R. 
Razek, Barbara A. 
Reed. Robert C. 
Reinhard, Catherine A. 
Reutzel, Thomas J. 
Revnyak. Diane :\1. 
Revann, Thomas R . 
Rice, Dorothy E. 
Ripperger, Gary B. 
Roberts. Jeanne M. 
Robinson. Catby :\. 
Romanoski, Alan J . 
Root, Kenneth E .• Jr. 
Rose, Frank J. 
Rosnack, Dale T. 
N 
0 
p 
Q 
R 
Rousseau, Robert P .. S.S.S. 
Rudolph, J oseph L. 
Ryan, Michael J. 
Sanitato, James J. 
Sanson, Michelle L. 
Sauernheimer. Matthew M. 
Saulino, Marie T. 
Scalish, John M. 
Scherb, Marilyn B. 
Schreiber, Martin J . 
Schueller. Br p. Anthony L. 
Schuville, Raymond G. 
Scimeca, Joseph M., Jr. 
Scoggin, Mary E. 
Scruggs. Carl 
Seccia, Patrick T. 
Seggelink. Karen J. 
Selak. August J. 
Sellner , Cha rles R. 
Shutty, Walter F. 
Sicherman, Alex 
Sikes, Charles S. 
Simmer, William J . 
Simonetta, Victor 
Singleton, l'ieil E. 
Sipos. Thomas E. 
Smith, Geraldine M. 
Smith, Maria C. 
Smith, Robert W. 
Smith, Thomas R. 
Snyder, Kevin M. 
Sobash, David C. 
Sobierajski, Ernest F. 
Soeder, Gary T. 
Sorace, Peter C. 
Spansky, Darryl A. 
Spinks, Mary Ann 
Spittal, Charles B. 
Stark, Robert H. 
Stary, Michael A. 
Stewart, Cheryll A. 
s 
Stickan, Christian H. 
Strandt, Marjorie E. 
Strati.', C.> nthia C. 
trohmeyer. \ ' irgil B. 
Stupnik. \1ary B. 
Stusek. Thomas J . 
Suich, Victor W. 
Sullivan, John J. 
Supp. Therese L. 
S"'eeney. Gerald T. 
S\\ et'ne', Patrick J . 
Swiatkowski, Martin J. 
Szabo. Ge-<>Hre3 J . 
Szewc1.yk, Mark M. 
Tartaglia. Gino 
Tassf' .. Joseph M. 
Tchou, Ravmond R. 
Tench. Keimeth 
Thirlke t, Mary II. 
Thomet1, Cherie J. 
Tomino. Carla A. 
Tremsyn. John P. 
Trpncone. Alessandra C. 
Turk, Joann M. 
l ' rbanija, Frank 
lrbanski, Robert E. 
\'alkp, Joseph T. 
\ 'arc.>ska, ,\ndrea ;\1. 
\'arga. Virginia E. 
\ ·argo. James A. 
\'ercek. Barbara A. 
\'iolante. Mark A. 
Volkmann, Kerr} R. 
Walker. Richard C. 
Walsh, J ohn D. 
Walsh. Patricia J. 
Waller, Francis X. 
Waller, William J. 
Webbt>r, Douglas J. 
Webster, Carl M. 
Welchans, Richard S. 
Welsh. llilary W. 
\V('ravetz, Marc A. 
Wilson Andrew L. 
Wilson. Elizabeth E. 
Wisner, Katherine L. 
Wojnar. Regina II. 
Wynn, Patricia i\. 
Yochim. Robert J , 
Zawicki, Joseph L. 
Zeeger-;, Robert J. 
Zelei. William J. 
Zeigler. Linda M. 
Zieske. Gary P. 
Ziko, Waller W. 
Zimmer. Nancy C. 
Zingates. Joseph D. 
Zingales, Lillian R. 
Zucker. Marie E. 
SCHOOL OF BUSI~ESS 
Aguirregaviria, Alrredo V. 
Aht'rn, Edward J .. Jr. 
Albertini. Gerald F. 
Alexander, Nicholas G. 
Bedo, Paul A. 
Benitez, J ose R. 
Berichon, Michael G. 
Brown, Mary R.. 
Cavanagh, James F. 
Chisholm, William D. 
Consolo, David V. 
Cullen, Joseph C. 
Dachko, John P . 
Flynn. John D. 
Gamer. Lawrence R. 
Gange, Paul A. 
Grit'Co. James V. 
Hock. Robert S. 
Jarosz, Bruce D. 
Keenan, Thomas H. 
Kleinfeld, Robert T. 
Kresnye, Stephen P. 
Marinik, Kenneth t\1. 
McGann, Daniel F . 
McGurr, Paul T. 
Miles. John R. 
Moore, James L. 
Nolan, David R. 
Petrovic, Wllliam M. 
Prohaska. James J. 
Roach, Craig R. 
Rogers. Thomas A. 
Shalek, Thadeus J . 
Shenigo, Timothy H. 
Sigler, Lawrence M. 
Somich, Ronald S. 
Sroka, Tim A. 
Stabile, John J . 
Telzrow. Daniel J. 
Verhovnik, John J . 
Walsh. Martin P. 
T 
u 
v 
w 
y 
z 
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CN Photo by Moke Crabill 
KE\ I" 1. \\\L.ER OF the Blue Streak track team shows.that track is 
a sport of .,trt>n~th a<; ht> uses all of his muscles in a practice. 
' 
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Tracksters Down Bethany, W & ]; 
Host Cleveland Championships 
BY TIM BYRNE 
The Carroll cindermen won 
their first triangular meet of the 
year as they defeated Bethany 
and Washington and Jefferson 
here last Saturday. 
In rolling to their lopsided 93-54 
( Bethany)-30( W&J l victory, 
the U.C. streaks won 9 of 17 
events and placed in all but the 
discus. L.eading the way in the 
scoring were the 100 yd. dash 
men led by 1st place winner 
Pokey Smith, as they captured 
the rirst four positions. 
Equally impressive W"r.! the 
440 dash tracksters wh .. rinished 
1-~3. Dan Bowman, who also 
anchored the winning mile relay 
team, won the event in 52.0. 
Paul Cummings continued to 
lead the trackmen as he won the 
triple jump and the high jump. 
Other first place finishes for 
Carroll were the 440 yd. relay 
team, Harvey Horwitz in the 
shot, Rod Carlone in the 880, Jack 
Scheid in the 220. 
In the long jump, the Cirillo 
brothers Frank and Nick, 
finished second and third 
respectively. Also coming on 
strongly were the 3-mile men Pat 
Ryan (who also took a 3rd in the 
mile), Danny Keogh, and Jack 
Mannen who placed 2nd, 3rd and 
4th in their event. 
Last Wednesday Carroll 
finished third in a triangular 
meet with Mount Union and 
Case. Highlights for Carroll v. ~re 
Paul Cummings 2nd school 
record of the year, a 21' 113-4" 
long jump, and Harvey Horwitz's 
1st place in the shot of 47' 10". 
Tomorrow, May 1st, the 
Streaks will sponsor the 
Cleveland Track Championships. 
The contestants will be Carroll, 
Baldwin Wallace, Cleveland 
State, Case & Western Reserve. 
The meet starts at 1:00 p.m. on 
the Wasmer field track. 
Club Drops Opening Game, 
Whiting Paces Team 
BY MIKE LAYTON 
Rugb .. r Club Drops Four Gam es, 
Plays Penn State Next Weeken.d 
A 5-l lead could not be upheld 
as the newly-founded JCU 
baseball club dropped its opener , 
lU, to Western Reserve last 
Friday. 
varsity sport next year. In their 
first game, the players had no 
uniforms, and the peace sign was 
flashed more than the hit-and-
run. 
If you like the sport, then head 
down to the field this afternoon 
and show your support. 
.. 
BY DAVE FRANCESCONI 
The Cleveland Rugby Club and 
the John Carroll Gators played 
host to the Pittsburgh and Miami 
(Ohio ) Rugby teams last 
weekend in a giant Rugby first. 
Both A and B teams from each 
club played two games apiece 
which made for an action-packed 
Saturday. 
The Gators ' A team took the 
field first against a good Miami 
team. The battle was hard iought 
but two critical penalties which 
were converted into field goals 
gave Miami a six point lead over 
the Gators in the first half. 
Carroll played most of the second 
half in Miami's territory but 
could not manage to put the ball 
over the try line. The Gators' A 
team was handed a 6-0 defeat by 
Miami. 
The B team was next to play 
Miami's B team and also had a 
closely contested match. The 
final score was in favor of Miami, 
3-0. Carroll's A team took the 
field for a second time against 
Seniors Volktuann and Cummings 
Natned ()utstanding Athletes 
BYEDECHAN 
Two semors , Paul Cummings 
and Kerry Volkmann, can add 
one more honor to their growing 
list of accolades. 
Their names and biography 
will appear in lhe 1971 volume of 
Outstanding College Athletes of 
Amer ica. 
An announcement of these 
awards was received by Sports 
Information late last week. The 
Ht•-.ult., uf tht• Intramural 
track nH•t•t la<,l \\ ~ne<,da) 
l an IH' found on tht> lBG 
hoard in tht- g) m. The 
Chi<'agu ( lub "on the mc.>et 
for tht> <,t•clmd ) ear in a 
ro\\ . 
accompanying news release 
stated, " Coaches and athletic 
directors from tndividual 
colleges and uruversities across 
the nation nominated the winning 
athletes on the basis of their 
displayed abilities, not only in 
athletics but also in community 
service and campus activities." 
Cummings, currently a Blue 
Streak track c<>-<:aptain, par-
ticipated in football and track 
while at John Carroll. Cummings 
recently broke the JCU long 
Jump mark with a leap of 21 feet 
113~ inches, while also holding 
the high and triple jump records. 
The psychology major from 
Canisius High School in Buffalo, 
N.Y. was named Most Out-
standing Back for last year's 
football team after leading the 
President's Athletic Conference 
for two years in kickoff returns. 
Volkmann, also a psychology 
major from Cleveland St. 
Joseph, earned eight varsity 
letters in two sports at Carroll. 
This year he captained the 
football team and c<>-<:aptained 
the wrestling squad. In football, 
Volkmann was a strong defen-
sive back and teamed with 
Volkmann, also a psychology 
major from Cleveland St. 
Joseph, earned eight varsity 
letters in two sports at Carroll. 
This year he captained the 
football team and co-captained 
the wrestling squad. In football, 
Volkmann was a strong defen-
sive back and teamed with 
Cununings to form the con-
ference's best kick return duo. 
Recently, Volkmann was named 
Most Outstanding Wrestler on a 
squad that finished sixteenth in 
the NCAA College Division 
Tournament 
their old foes, the Cleveland 
Blues. The strong and older 
Blues played tough ball but the 
Gators managed to hang on in the 
first half. The second half 
brought disaster, however, with 
the Blues winning 14-3. 
The B's followed by taking on 
the Cleveland Blues' B team. The 
Gators fought hard and some 
beautiful open field running was 
produced by Leon Welgs who 
scored twice for the Ruggers. 
The Gators B team appeared to 
be winning but a lucky play by 
Cleveland put the Blues ahead 9-6 
when the final whistle blew. 
The Gators had a depressing 
weekend of Rugby with four 
losses. No Rugby will be played 
Spring Weekend but the team is 
training now to stay in shape for 
the game against Penn State the 
following weekend. The Green 
Gators are determined to win. 
The game will again be played at 
Squires Castle. 
A great deal of talent was 
exhibited by the Carroll players, 
however , both on the mound and 
with the bat. Lack of finesse on 
the field is what turned out to be 
the deciding factor in the game. 
Starting pitcher John Whiting, 
a hard-throwing southpaw, held 
Reserve to one run in five innings 
and struck out eight before he 
was forced to leave the game In 
the sixth with a blistered finger. 
Carroll fielding errors in the 
fifth and sixth innings accounted 
for most of Reserve's scoring. 
Paul Hoza, Denny Joyce, Ray 
Antolik, and Frank Castelli 
handled the bat well, with Hoza 
connecting for a triple and two 
singles in four trips to the plate. 
The baseball club has a 
rematch with Reserve today at 
2:30 at Finnegan Field, and 
hopes to even the score. The club 
is new this year, and with some 
support baseball could turn into a 
" WE'VE GOT IT ALL TOGETHER" 
1938 E. 21st Street 
Between Euclid and Chester 
COLLEGE STUDENTS- 18 and OVER 
3.2 BEER ON TAP 
Music 8:30 • J 2:30: 
Friday - IMPETUS (formerly Bross Ring) 
Saturday - MONTAGE 
sunday - North River Street Rock Collection 
MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE - Call 861-3745 
Exclusive Booking Agents -
A-1 Entertainment and Bands ... 371-9696 
Is our image 
slipping? 
Some people may bave us 
wrong. It's possible. 
For mstanu, we Paulists 
are known for the printed 
and the spoken word. Books. 
radio, and TV. The glamorous 
world 
But there 1s another. bigger 
world in wh1cb the Paul1st 
moves . . 
A dusty corner in Utah 
where Pauhsts offer 
materiaJ and spiritual relief 
to migrant workers. 
An area known as East 
V11lage and a Paulist who 
understands the meaning 
of '"takmg a trip." 
A Newman Center on a 
troubled college campus 
and a priest who is not a 
JUdge but an understanding 
ear and a mediator. 
Berng a Pauhst isn"t easy. 
Bemg a Paulist isn"t glamorous. 
It's bttttr. 
For more inform~tion on 
Pauhst priestly spmt write to: 
Rn.o-wc.c...,-a, c.s.r. 
Voadoll Dlnctor 
CJ>aulist Cf'athetS 
~liZ 
415 w~• 59da Street 
N~" Yortt, N.Y. lttl9 
------------------------------~-------------------..---------
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CN Photo by Joel HIUHrman 
PAT CORRIGAN OF the Delan Gorillas hauls in a rebound against 
the U-Ciub in the I.M. basketball finals. The Gorillas won the game 
and the championship. 38-21>. 
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Dolan Gorillas Dutnp U -Club, 
Take I.M. Hoop Title, 38-26 
In a sparkling display of 
crowd-pleasing basketball, the 
Original Dolan Gorillas totally 
paralyzed the University Club m 
the intramural finals last 
Wednesday night by a score of 38-
26. Leading by 17 points at one 
time during the game, the 
Gorillas only had trouble during 
the starting minutes. After 
cracking a small U-Club lead at 
that time, Joe Duffin literally 
took control of the Gorillas and 
the game Duffin's expert 
dribbling, shooting, and driving 
earned him 12 points. He broke 
past U-Club defender Brian 
MacDonald time after time and 
received many ovations from the 
crowd for his efforts Duffin had 
no trouble driving the lane and 
hit for 4 layups. 
While Duffin showed the crowd 
why basketball is exciting, he 
could not be called a one-man 
show. Actually, the contest was 
won under the boards. Center Joe 
Joe Usher hauled in 15 rebounds 
and was assisted by Rudy 
Braydich and Pat Corrigan who 
each collected a respectable 
amount. 6'4" center Frank 
Gerbig of the U-Club was con-
stantly kept away from the 
basket by Usher and had to take 
many of his shots from the 
outside. 
A futile attempt by the U-Club to 
press was shattered by Chico 
Kyle and Duffin 
Although the U-Club's shooting 
percentage was very low. a 
reason could be given for this: 
the Gorilla·~ fierce defense 
Duffin and Kyle, using their 
speed and agility, held the U-
Club's \1acDonald and Paul 
Magnotto from the middle while 
the losers had the ball. Thus, 
they were forced to take the 
longer and harder shots and 
because of the Gorillas 
rebounding strength, the U-Club 
did not get many second shots. 
Intramural Softball Nears Finals The score at half-time was lS. 13, in favor of the Gorillas. When 
Rudy Braydich hit on three 20' 
jump shots in a row and one lay-
up, there was no doubt left in 
anyone's mind that the monkey-
men would win the school's title. 
MacDonald pumped tn 12 
points, while Gerbig added 8 for 
the losers. Usher scored 11 and 
Braydich 12 for the champions. 
while Corrigan had one point 
from the free throw line and Kyle 
2. As for the next year's 
championship, the Gorillas 
promise to return. 
SOFTBALL BY ED KELLY to face a tough U-Club team. The 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR DAT's handed the U-Club the 
only loss needed to put them out 
The short intramural softball 
season is rapidly coming to a 
close. The final championship 
games will be played either 
today or early next week. 
Because the program is set up on 
a single elimination basis, one 
loss puts a team out of con-
tention. 
In the organizational league, 
the IXY's faced the OAT's for the 
organizational league cham-
pionship. When the first round of 
play was over, the OAT's went on 
of the running and went on to face 
the BTS's who had beat AED. 
OAT overpowered their tough foe 
for an easy win. 
Meanwhile, the IXY's defeated 
the Rugby Club and faced the 
CLC-A team, who had drawn a 
bye in the first round. The IXY's 
took care of CLC-A and they now 
face a very tough DAT squad. 
In the independent league's 
second round of competition, the 
Chicago Club eliminated Spanky 
and Our Gang and faced 0ZK 
who had stomped the 4 Q's. The 
strong Chicago Club team also 
took care of 0ZK. 
The Council fell to the Wing-
dings while the Bears defeated 
the Pacelli Pack, but the Bears 
then became the third victim of 
the Wing-dings. As things shape 
up, the Wing-dings will battle the 
Chicago Club for the independent 
title. The winnners of the in-
dependent and organizational 
leagues will then compete for the 
school trophy for the intramural 
softbaJl championship. 
For the exact time and dates of 
the softball championship games 
check the IBG board. 
Asst. Athletic Director McGowan 
To Leave Position after Graduating 
BY TIM KROLIKOWSKI 
-
Linksters Register Triple Victories, 
Prepare for Upcoming Tournaments 
"Mike will you take care of 
this?" asked the assistant Sports 
Information Director as he 
walked into the room. He was one 
of four people who came into the 
office of Mike McGowan as I sat 
there trying to talk to the busy 
man. 
Mike McGowan is a familiar 
face to those who hang around 
the gym or attend any of 
Carroll's athletic contests. As an 
administrative assistant to Dr. 
Keshock, Mike puts in many long 
hours, "taking care of this or 
that." 
, 
MIKE McGOWAN 
BY DAN TELZROW 
After losing their first three 
meets this season, the John 
Carroll golf team took three of 
four matches last week as they 
prepared for the City Title and 
Presidnet's Athletic Conference 
tournaments. 
After falling to Case Tech last 
Monday, the Streaks defeated 
Allegheny 17 to 8 and Bethany 
131z to ll lh in a triple meet. Last 
Saturday in the " Klondike 
Tourney," so called because the 
matches were played in a blin-
ding snowstorm, Carroll lost to 
Hiram 13'h to 101h but defeated 
Mount Union 14~ to 9~. Both 
it's the real thing 
THE CLEVELAND COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 
matches were held at Sugarbush 
Golf Course in Garretsville, Ohio. 
Medalists for the meet against 
Allegheny and Bethany were 
sophomores Mike Rossi, who 
fired a 78, and sophomore Larry 
Meehan, who clicked for an 81. 
Saturday, freshman Jim Cannon 
deadlocked in first place with 
Rick Maus of Mt. Union and 
Chris Brown of Hiram with 77's, 
2n outstanding feat in a 
snowstorm. 
When questioned concerning 
the improvement of the squad, 
Coach llliano pointed to a con-
stant improvement in "fun-
damentals" - picking up 
stances, improving grip and just 
plain hard work. This im-
provement holds the key to how 
well the Streaks fare in 
remaining active this year. 
Some of Mike's duties are the 
distribution of equipment and 
uniforms and purchasing 
everything from shoes to socks. 
He also plans travel and lodging 
arrangements when the Blue 
Streak teams hit the road. 
Mike came upon the job 
through the College Work-Study 
Program of the financial aid 
office. It has developed into a 
full-time job which has helped 
him pay fo r his college 
education. 
. Mike graduated from Loyola 
Academy m Chicago and came to 
John Carroll to pursue studies in 
modern language . He is a 
graduating senior majoring in 
French and hopes eventually to 
go into education. His plans for 
the immediate future are un-
certain. 
When speaking to Mike about 
his job he says, "1 never realized 
so much work went on behind the 
scenes of a football or basketbaJl 
game. There's a lot of 
preparation and planning to 
stage a contest between two 
colleges." Mike enjoys his job not 
only because it helped pay for his 
education but also because of the 
men he's worked with, players 
and coaches alike. 
"Rumor has it that Mike runs 
the Athletic Department," says 
Ed Echan a member of the 
Sports Publicity Department. 
Anyway Mike McGowan is a man 
behind the scenes who does a 
thankless job. 
JU;'l 
CN Photo by Joel Hauserman 
MEMBERS OF THE INTRAMURAL bashtball championship team, the Original Dolan Gorillas. Ist 
row, Left to right: Rick Iaacabucci, Roger Ott, Chico Kyle, Joe Duffin. 2nd row: Rudy BraydJcll. 
Gary Zbikowski. Bob Gorski, and Joe Usher. Pal Corrigan and Tim Esons are absent. 
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Dr. Phillips Conducts 
Cancer Research 
BY BETIY DABROWSKI 
··very satisfying," is the way 
Doctor M. J. Phillip describes his 
recent work in cancer research. 
Doctor Philtip in collaboration 
with A. J. Lewis, AB, and N. H. 
Daily. BSc, of the Lewis 
Laboratory of Cancer Research, 
Shaker Heights, Ohio, conducted 
the research and prepared the 
paper concerning it, entitled, 
Effects of a Coupled Twnor 
Protein Antigen (Lewis CTPA on 
the Growth of Transplanted 
1'umors in Inbred Mice. 
be devoted to a histological study 
of the tumor s which were 
removed from the mice. 
Recognition of the researchers 
has come with invitations to give 
presentations of the paper. As the 
News is read today, Dr. Phillip is 
giving the paper at the 80th 
Annual meeting of the Ohio 
Academy of Science, Akron, 
Ohio. 
He also presented the paper 
during the spring vacation at the 
annual meeting of the National 
Institute of Science, Virginia 
State College, Petersburg, 
Virginia. Later this year it will be 
published in the Swiss journal, 
Oncology 
THE CARROLL NEWS April 30, 1971 
A FLEETING GLIMPSE of the hours long march on Pennsylvania Avenue in the early afternoon of 
April 24. Not all were " freaks." e N Photo by Bo ll c~ine 
The paper discussed the study 
of a drug, Lewis CTPA, 
developed by Mr. A. J. Lewis, 
and its effectiveness in the 
treatment of tumors. The mice 
were given weekly injections of 
the drug and were carefully 
examined every week for six 
weeks. The drug the researchers 
found did reduce the size of the 
tumors. 
Teacher Surplus Causes Concern 
But this •s not the conclusion of 
the research. The project was 
begun under a grant from the 
Foundation for Oncological 
Research, Willoughby, Ohio, 
John T. Cahill, M.D .• director. 
and the grant has been renewed 
for another year. This year will 
Dellinger 
Draws 400 
Davtd Dellinger, member of 
the "Chicago 7" and noted 
pacifist, delivered one and one-
half hour speech at the Rally on 
April22 to end the war. Following 
speakers from Welfare Rights 
and Open Housing, Dellinger 
presented his speech on 
discrepancies in the government 
and the war in Indochina to a 
crowd of approximately 400 
individuals. 
The speeches received the 
largest attendance of the entire 
day's activities, which were 
marked by sparse attendance as 
the weather was inclement and 
some had traveled to 
Washington. Termed a success, 
however, the rally was in-
formative to those in attendance. 
BY PATTY KNITTEL 
"No longer can any •warm 
body' find a teaching job." Dr. 
John Morford of JCU's 
Education Department has hit 
the nail on the head. Thousands 
of college students studying to 
become schoolteachers will have 
to face possible unemployment 
when they graduate. 
Educators have been startled 
to find that Ohio's 12 tax-
supported universities are tur-
ning out nearly 3 times as many 
certified teachers as are needed 
in the state, stated Bud 
Weidenthall of the Cleveland 
Press. According to surveys 
made for the National Ohio 
Board of Regents, there may be a 
national surplus of 600,000 
trained teachers by 1975. 
The great demand for 
teachers because of the Baby 
Boom after World War II has 
decreased since the birth rate 
has leveled off. If draft defer-
ments for students are dropped, 
the demand for teachers will 
drop even more, since draft 
dodgers won't be filling the 
classrooms. 
New Teacher Certification 
standards will go into effect in 
Ohio on January 1, 1972, but Dr. 
Union Reviews Budget 
BY MAUREEN CAVANAGH 
CN Ass•t. Feature Editor 
Jim Grendel!, in line with the 
commission given him by former 
Student Union President Frank 
Chenette, submitted a Report on 
University Budget Reduction and 
Their Impact on Student 
Activities. 
The university. in addition to 
the $6 per hour increase bas 
effected a gross savmgs of 
$300,000 through various cut-
backs for the coming year, 
$100,000 of this amount, however 
will go toward teacher salaries. 
This decision will supposedly 
enable the untversity on a break-
even basis. 
The purpose of the report is to 
make the students aware of how 
university cutbacks will bear 
upon them and their education. 
"Faculty vacancies are not 
being filled unless a department 
can demonstrate an absolute 
need for additional instructors." 
"Other savings are being ef-
fected by suspension both of all 
major plant modifications and 
capital improvements for the 
coming year." 
There are no reductions in 
either undergraduate or 
graduate programs. Student 
Activities have been undercut 
heavily. Spring commencement 
for 1971-72 will be less of a 
production than it has been in the 
past. 
All swnmer commencements 
will be discontinued. Wed-
nesday's Awards Banquet was 
"the last of its kind." There is a 
possibility that the SU may be 
able to re-instate these activities 
in the future. 
In his r eport Grendell 
questions The Budget Board 
secrecy over its proceedings. The 
repor t concludes on an optimistic 
note even though a financial 
squeeze is inevitable in the next 
few years. 
LeGrand of the Education Dept. 
stresses more effective, in-
tensive counseling as John 
Carroll's answer to the problem. 
He doesn't aim to discourage the 
student, but rather to present alJ 
the facts of the situation, which 
will then lead the student to 
~~What's going on 
in his head? 
make an intelligent choice. 
Grade point averages are an 
impor tant factor. but mtense 
commitment to the teaching 
profession is essential. Both Dr. 
Nosal in the Counseling Center 
and LeGrand decline to scare 
students out of teaching; instead, 
ENTERING PRISON: "Pick up 
sheets and blankets following 
sergeant to solitary Isolation. Bad 
boy lock up lor you Walk by 
zoo cages. Nasty mean animals 
ratse up sullen heads. Barktng 
wtth pleasure to see famed wtld 
captive. Blacks shout. 'Hey Tim. 
We gotta talk to you.' " 
they are prepared to present the 
facts of job opportunities. 
"There will always be a need 
for good teachers," LeGrand 
stated, and noted that if Ohio 
would meet the national class 
size standard, it would need 7,000 
new teachers. 
CELLMATES: 'In six days nol 
one negat•ve vtbrallon look 
down bed ltme face old-lime 
hoodlum. tattooed mugger rubber 
shin~ng tnnocent love Cheerful. 
sharing fam•ly lovtng group: 
RACE IN PRISON: "Here the 
Blacks laugh The Ch•canos 
smile and scowl The Whiles are 
brave in defeat 
TROUBLE IN PRISON: 'I had 
broken three tatlhouse com-
mandments not m~nded my 
own business . . prolecled 
snitch called The Man 
whal happens now?" 
... Well, jail's honed 
him down to 
PRISON REALITY: "Some of 
these people around here seem 
to forgellhat il's JUSI a movie 
we're making for fun and they 
are lhe ones wtth spears Get me 
out of here. My woman's wattfng 
home " 
HANDLING TIME: ·zen punty 
only solution. ltve her now. 
Thoughts of pasl and future 
masturbatory Palient blue-denim 
sptders weave frag1le web of 
serenity Focus on moment day 
sptns by Wrestle wilh daze of 
future-passed pam . Zen 
balance so dehcale. Slightest 
pressure ttps wildly rib & soul.~~ 
ALLEN GINSBERG 
Lasl September 13 T1m Leary 
escaped from the California 
pnson where he had served 
seven months of a len year 
sentence tor pOssess~ng two 
JOtnts ot manhuana 
JAIL NOTES ts Tim leary's 
account of thai pnson experi· 
ence, wntten as he was ltv~ng 
through 11 II is hts most person-
ally revealing book. We belteve 
tt gtves a needed msighl into lhe 
ltving human be~ng beh~nd the 
medta-app01nted "Htgh Priest " 
And serves to illuminate his 
flight to Algeria and his new role 
as poliltcal revolutionary. 
PRISON SEX: "Low-rider gunsolls 
rape off hippies. Any long hatr 
him ptgeon for punking •.• 
Some htpptes kill themselves " 
To DOUGLAS BOOK CORPORATION 
145 WEST 55TH STREET 
NEW YORK NY 10019 
THE MEMORY OF FREEDOM: 
"Venus was our gutdtng hght and 
all that we beheld was love." 
carroll News 
John carroll Univ~lty 
UniYtnlty His., OhiO « Ill 
Yes. I want 10 know more aboul .. hal:; been goong on '" Tom Leary·s head 
Enclosed os $2.9:> lor a copy or JAIL NOTES 
NAME----------------------------------------
AOORESS --------------------------------=---
CITY ______________ STATE 71P-----
